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Deaf Side Story 2003 the 1957 classic american musical west side story has been staged by countless community and school theater
groups but none more ambitious than the 2000 production by macmurray college a small school in jacksonville illinois diane brewer the new
drama head at the college determined to add an extra element to the usual demands of putting on a show by having deaf students perform
half of the parts deaf side story presents a fascinating narrative of brewer and the cast s efforts to mount this challenging play brewer
turned to the illinois school for the deaf isd to cast the sharks the puerto rican gang at odds with the anglo jets in this musical version of
romeo and juliet set in the slums of new york hearing performers auditioned to be the jets and once brewer had cast her hearing tony and deaf
maria then came the challenge of teaching them all to sing sign and dance the riveting show numbers for which the musical is renowned she
also had to manage a series of sensitive issues from ensuring the seamless incorporation of american sign language into the play to
reassuring isd administrators and students that the production would not be symbolic of any conflict between deaf and hearing people
author mark rigney portrays superbly the progress of the production including the frustrations and triumphs of the leads the labyrinthine
campus and community politics and the inevitable clashes between the deaf high school cast members and their hearing college counterparts
his representations of the many individuals involved are real and distinguished the ultimate success of the macmurray production
reverberates in deaf side story as a keen depiction of how several distinct individuals from as many cultures could cooperate to perform a
classic american art form brilliantly together
My West Side Story 2021-03-01 natalie wood and lovely richard beymer to the mercurial jerome robbins and passionate rita moreno with
whom chakiris remains friends i know exactly where my gratitude belongs chakiris writes and i still marvel at how unbeknownst to me at the
time the joyful path of my life was paved one night in 1949 when jerome robbins sat leonard bernstein and arthur laurents down in his
apartment and announced i have an idea
West Side Story as Cinema 2013-10-08 for millions of moviegoers unable to see the original stage version of west side story director
robert wise s adaptation was a cinematic gift that brought a broadway hit to a mass audience ernesto acevedo mu�oz argues that wise s
film was not only hugely popular but that it was also an artistic triumph that marked an important departure in the history of american
movie making with a score by leonard bernstein and choreography by jerome robbins this update of the romeo and juliet story remains one of
the most revered and highly popular american movie musicals with only singin in the rain ranking higher in the afi s list of the best of the genre
acevedo mu�oz draws on previously unreleased production documents from interoffice memos to annotations on the director s script to go
beyond publicity accounts and provide an inside look at this critically acclaimed film classic offering details of its filming that have never
before been published from location scouting to scripting to casting to filming acevedo mu�oz focuses on little known details of the actual
production he provides close analyses of dramatic sequences and musical numbers emphasizing the film s technical innovations and its visual
and aural coding as a means for defining character and theme he carefully explains the differences between broadway and film versions
exposing censorship and creative issues that the filmmakers were forced to confront and taking readers behind the cameras he highlights the
creative differences and financial difficulties that led to the departure of robbins who had conceived and directed the stage version long
before filming was complete acevedo mu�oz makes a strong case for the film s daring vision in combining music dance dialogue and visual
elements especially color in highly creative ways while also addressing the social racial and class tensions of american society drawing on
his own puerto rican heritage he provides a hispanic perspective on the cultural aspects of the story and explores the ways in which the film
s portrayal of puerto rican identity is neither as transparent nor as negative as some critics have charged bursting with facts insights and
inside stories this book boasts a wealth of material that has never been explored before in print both history and homage it is a must for
scholar and buff alike
Shakespeare and the Twentieth Century 1998 in close to fifty sessions the congress theme shakespeare and the twentieth century allowed
for critical approaches from many directions through twentieth century theater history on almost every continent through a range of media
representations from film to databases through the changing theoretical models of the period that extend to the latest politically
inflected readings and through appropriations of the play texts by modern art forms such as recent fiction
The "Puerto Rican Problem" in Postwar New York City 2022-11-11 the puerto rican problem in postwar new york city presents the first
comprehensive examination of the emergence evolution and consequences of the puerto rican problem campaign and narrative in new york city
from 1945 to 1960 this notion originated in an intense public campaign that arose in reaction to the entry of puerto rican migrants to the
city after 1945 the problem narrative influenced their incorporation in new york city and other regions of the united states where they
settled the anti puerto rican campaign led to the formulation of public policies by the governments of puerto rico and new york city seeking
to ease their incorporation in the city notions intrinsic to this narrative later entered american academia like the culture of poverty and
american popular culture e g west side story which reproduced many of the stereotypes associated with puerto ricans at that time and
shaped the way in which puerto ricans were studied and perceived by americans
Red Side Story 2024-05-07 the long awaited follow up to the new york times bestselling shades of grey in an exclusive edition for north
american readers complete with a never before published short story fforde s books are more than an ingenious idea they are written with
buoyant zest and are tautly plotted and are embellished with the rich details of a dickens or pratchett the independent welcome to
chromatacia where life is strictly regulated by one s limited color perception civilization has been rebuilt after an unspoken something that
happened five hundred years before society is now color vision segregated everything dictated by an individual s visual ability and governed
by the shadowy national color in far off emerald city twenty year old eddie russett a red is about to go on trial for a murder he didn t
commit and he s pretty certain to be sent on a one way trip to the green room for execution by soporific color exposure meanwhile he s
engaged in an illegal relationship with his co defendant a green the charismatic and unpredictable jane grey negotiating the narrow boundaries
of the rules within their society they search for a loophole some truth of their world that has been hidden from its hyper policed citizens new
york times bestselling author jasper fforde returns to his fan favorite shades of grey series with this wildly anticipated laugh out loud
funny and darkly satirical adventure about two star crossed lovers on a quest to survive even if it means upending their entire society in
the process
Conversations with Lorraine Hansberry 2020-12-28 honorable mention recipient of the modern language association prize for
collaborative bibliographical or archival scholarship spanning from the debut of a raisin in the sun on broadway in 1959 to her early death
from cancer in january 1965 lorraine hansberry s short stint in the public eye changed the landscape of american theater with a raisin in the
sun hansberry 1930 1965 became both the first african american woman to have a play produced on broadway and the first to win the
prestigious new york drama critics circle award resonating deeply with the aims of the civil rights movement raisin also ushered in a new era
of black representation on the stage and screen displacing the cartoonish stereotypes that were the remnants of blackface minstrelsy in
favor of complex three dimensional portrayals of black characters and black life hansberry s public discourse in the aftermath of raisin s
success also disrupted mainstream critical tendencies to diminish the work of black artists helping pave the way for future work by black
playwrights conversations with lorraine hansberry is the first volume to collect all of her substantive interviews in one place including
many radio and television interviews that have never before appeared in print the twenty one pieces collected here ranging from just before the
broadway premiere of a raisin in the sun to less than six months before hansberry s death offer an incredible window into hansberry s
aesthetic and political thought in these conversations hansberry explores many of the questions most often put to black writers of the mid
twentieth century including everything from her thinking about the relationship between art and protest universality and particularity and
realism and naturalism to her sense of the relationship between black intellectuals and the black masses integration and black nationalism
and african american and pan african liberation taken together these interviews reveal the insight intensity and eloquence that made
hansberry such a transformative figure in american letters
Western Theatre in Global Contexts 2020-08-12 western theatre in global contexts explores the junctures tensions and discoveries that
occur when teaching western theatrical practices or directing english language plays in countries that do not share western theatre
histories or in which english is the non dominant language this edited volume examines pedagogical discoveries and teaching methods how to
produce specific plays and musicals and how students who explore western practices in non western places contribute to the art form
offering on the ground perspectives of teaching and working outside of north american and europe the book analyzes the importance of paying
attention to the local context when developing theatrical practice and education it also explores how educators and artists who make
deep connections in the local culture can facilitate ethical accessibility to western models of performance for students practitioners and
audiences western theatre in global contexts is an excellent resource for scholars artists and teachers that are working abroad or on
intercultural projects in theatre education and the arts
The Great American Mosaic [4 volumes] 2014-09-30 firsthand sources are brought together to illuminate the diversity of american history
in a unique way by sharing the perspectives of people of color who participated in landmark events this invaluable four volume compilation
is a comprehensive source of documents that give voice to those who comprise the american mosaic illustrating the experiences of racial and
ethnic minorities in the united states each volume focuses on a major racial ethnic group african americans american indians asian americans



and pacific islanders and latinos documents chosen by the editors for their utility and relevance to popular areas of study are organized
into chronological periods from historical to contemporary the collection includes eyewitness accounts legislation speeches and
interviews together they tell the story of america s diverse population and enable readers to explore historical concepts and contexts
from multiple viewpoints introductions for each volume and primary document provide background and history that help students
understand and critique the material the work also features a useful primary document guide bibliographies and indices to aid teachers
librarians and students in class work and research
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The Concise Oxford Companion to American Theatre 1987 first published in 1984 gerald bordman s oxford companion to american theatre is
the standard one volume source on our national theatre critics have hailed its wealth of authoritative information back stage its
fascinating picture of the volatile american stage the guardian and its well chosen illuminating facts newsday now thoroughly revised this
distinguished volume once again provides an up to date guide to the american stage from its beginnings to the present completely updated by
theater professor thomas hischak the volume includes playwrights plays actors directors producers songwriters famous playhouses
dramatic movements and much more the book covers not only classic works such as death of a salesman but also many commercially
successful plays such as getting gertie s garter plus entries on foreign figures that have influenced our dramatic development from
shakespeare to beckett and pinter new entries include recent plays such as angels in america and six degrees of separation performers such as
eric bogosian and bill irwin playwrights like david henry hwang and wendy wasserstein and relevant developments and issues including aids in
american theatre theatrical producing by disney and the rise in solo performance accessible and authoritative this valuable a z reference is
ideal not only for students and scholars of theater but everyone with a passion for the stage
The Oxford Companion to American Theatre 2004-05-06 the complete works modern critical edition is part of the landmark new oxford
shakespeare an entirely new consideration of all of shakespeare s works edited afresh from all the surviving original versions of his work
and drawing on the latest literary textual and theatrical scholarship in one attractive volume the modern critical edition gives today s
students and playgoers the very best resources they need to understand and enjoy all shakespeare s works the authoritative text is
accompanied by extensive explanatory and performance notes and innovative introductory materials which lead the reader into exploring
questions about interpretation textual variants literary criticism and performance for themselves the modern critical edition presents the
plays and poetry in the order in which shakespeare wrote them so that readers can follow the development of his imagination his engagement
with a rapidly evolving culture and theatre and his relationship to his literary contemporaries the new oxford shakespeare consists of four
interconnected publications the modern critical edition with modern spelling the critical reference edition with original spelling a companion
volume on authorship and an online version integrating all of this material on oup s high powered scholarly editions platform together they
provide the perfect resource for the future of shakespeare studies
The New Oxford Shakespeare: Modern Critical Edition 2016-10-27 the complete works modern critical edition is part of the landmark new
oxford shakespeare an entirely new consideration of all of shakespeare s works edited afresh from all the surviving original versions of his
work and drawing on the latest literary textual and theatrical scholarship this single illustrated volume is expertly edited to frame the
surviving original versions of shakespeare s plays poems and early musical scores around the latest literary textual and theatrical
scholarship to date
The New Oxford Shakespeare 2016 this edited book uses migrant marginality to problematize several different aspects of global migration it
examines how many different societies have defined their national identities cultural values and terms of political membership through and in
opposition to constructions of migrants and migration the book includes case studies from western and eastern europe north america and the
caribbean it is organized into thematic sections that illustrate how different aspects of migrant marginality have unfolded across several
national contexts the first section of the book examines the limitations of multicultural policies that have been used to incorporate
migrants into the host society the second section examines anti immigrant discourses and get tough enforcement practices that are geared
toward excluding and removing criminalized aliens the third section examines some of the gendered dimensions of migrant marginality the fourth
section examines the way that racially marginalized populations have engaged the politics of immigration constructing themselves as either
migrants or natives the book offers researchers policy makers and students an appreciation for the various policy concerns ethical dilemmas
and political and cultural antagonisms that must be engaged in order to properly understand the problem of migrant marginality
Migrant Marginality 2013-08-15 gotta dance gotta sing gotta do most anything because it s show time in show time kids will learn to
become triple threat performers developing their skills as singers dancers and actors through more than 80 activities that include imitating
a musician or musical instrument acting out a song creating a mirror dance making puppets and playbills and more along the way they ll
learn about the history of musicals discover musicals about history and find out how to get it all together before the curtain goes up
show time is perfect for teachers needing to prepare performers for a show for parents looking for fun ways to fill spare minutes with their
kids at home in the car or in a doctor s waiting room and for kids wanting ways to enjoy themselves on their own or in a small group several
play scripts a list of suggested musicals for kids and a play glossary are included
West Side story 2000-03-01 the easy way to craft polish and get your play on stage getting a play written and produced is a daunting
process from crystallizing story ideas formatting the script understanding the roles of the director stagecraft people to marketing and
financing your project and incorporating professional insights on writing there are plenty of ins and outs that every aspiring playwright
needs to know but where can you turn for guidance playwriting for dummies helps any writer at any stage of the process hone their craft
and create the most dramatic and effective pieces guides you through every process of playwriting from soliloquies church skits and one act
plays to big broadway musicals advice on moving your script to the public stage guidance on navigating loopholes if you re an aspiring
playwright looking to begin the process or have already penned a masterpiece and need trusted advice to bring it into the spotlight
playwriting for dummies has you covered
Show Time! 2011-06-28 shadows smoke dark alleys rain slicked city streets these are iconic elements of film noir visual style long after
its 1940s heyday noir hallmarks continue to appear in a variety of new media forms and styles what has made the noir aesthetic at once
enduring and adaptable sheri chinen biesen explores how the dark cinematic noir style has evolved across eras from classic hollywood to
present day streaming services examining both aesthetics and material production conditions she demonstrates how technological and
industrial changes have influenced the imagery of film noir when it emerged in the early 1940s the visual style s distinctive shadowy look
was in part a product of wartime cinema conditions and technologies such as blackouts and nitrate film stock since the 1950s technical
developments from acetate film stock and new cameras and lenses to lighting color and digitization have shaped the changing nature of noir
style biesen considers the persistence of the noir legacy discussing how neo noirs reimagine iconic imagery and why noir style has become a
touchstone in the streaming era drawing on a wealth of archival research she provides insightful analyses of a wide range of works from
masterpieces directed by billy wilder and alfred hitchcock to new hollywood neo noirs the coen brothers revisionist films and recent hbo and
netflix series a groundbreaking technological and industrial history of an essential yet slippery visual style through a noir lens shines a
light into the shadows of film noir
Playwriting For Dummies 2024-06-18 from the bestselling author of horrible histories named the outstanding children s non fiction author
of the 20th century by books for keeps ideal for readers aged 7 down at the theatre sam is about to star in shakespeare s new play romeo
and juliet but people are whispering that a plague is spreading through the city will sam get his big break or will the plague shut down the
theatre meanwhile on stage romeo and juliet are in love but their families can t stand each other with plots and poison the lovers must find a
way to be together terry deary s shakespeare tales explore the fascinating world of william shakespeare through the eyes of children who
could have lived at the time join master storyteller terry deary for a trip back in time to plague ridden london where going to the theatre
could be a matter of life or death this edition features notes for the reader to help extend learning and exploration of the historical period
bubbling with wit language play and robust dialogue just the right mix of ingredients to trigger young readers interest in all things
historical books for keeps
Through a Noir Lens 2016-06-16 the screen adaptations series provides an in depth look at how classic pieces of literature have been
adapted for screen it assesses the ways in which alternative screen interpretations offer up different readings of the original text as well as
the methodologies and approaches of filmmakers each title in the series collects together a vast array of study material critical insight
and thought provoking comparisons from literary context to the afterlife of the screen versions shakespeare on film is a huge area of study
and romeo and juliet is one of his most popular plays with many teachers using film versions as a way of approaching the text focussing in
the main on west side story and baz lurhmann s shakespeare s romeo juliet this is a unique and comprehensive insight into the adaptation
process providing a vital study aid for students
Shakespeare Tales: Romeo and Juliet 2014-09-26 from canonical movies to web series this volume illuminates myriad forms of romeo and
juliet on screen around the world



Screen Adaptations: Romeo and Juliet 2023-10-31 david winters has produced and directed over 80 feature films and over 200 television
shows and tv movies and is recognized as nothing short of an icon in the entertainment industry in tough guys do dance david shares many
fascinating and at times jaw dropping behind the scenes stories regarding his associations with some of the biggest names in show business
names like frank sinatra elvis presley barbra streisand and michael jackson to name a few it is filled with personal stories of david s life that
at times may seem hard to imagine and is told with david s personal voice and real life humility in a way that only he could tell david s work
in the legendary broadway show and film west side story inspired millions of boys and men alike to embrace the art of dance and truly
showed them that tough guys do dance whether you are a student of dancing or an aspiring actor or producer this book will prove to be
one of the most entertaining reads you will ever experience
Shakespeare on Screen: Romeo and Juliet 2018-06-12 finalist for the 2013 national jewish book award american jewish studies for centuries
jews were one of the few european cultures without any official public theatrical tradition yet in the modern era jews were among the most
important creators of popular theater and film especially in america why in theatrical liberalism andrea most illustrates how american jews
used the theatre and other media to navigate their encounters with modern culture politics religion and identity negotiating a position for
themselves within and alongside protestant american liberalism by reimagining key aspects of traditional judaism as theatrical discussing
works as diverse as the hebrew bible the jazz singer and death of a salesman among many others most situates american popular culture in the
multiple religious traditions that informed the worldviews of its practitioners offering a comprehensive history of the role of judaism in the
creation of american entertainment theatrical liberalism re examines the distinction between the secular and the religious in both jewish and
american contexts providing a new way of understanding jewish liberalism and its place in a pluralist society with extensive scholarship and
compelling evidence theatrical liberalism shows how the jewish worldview that permeates american culture has reached far beyond the jews
who created it
Tough Guys Do Dance 2013-05-20 shakespeare and adaptation theory reconsiders after 20 years of intense critical and creative activity
the theory and practice of adapting shakespeare to different genres and media organized around clusters of key metaphors the book explicates
the principal theories informing the field of shakespearean adaptation and surveys the growing field of case studies by shakespeare scholars
each chapter also looks anew at a specific shakespeare play from the perspective of a prevailing set of theories and metaphors having
identified the key critics responsible for developing these metaphors and for framing the discussion in this way iyengar moves on to analyze
afresh the implications of these critical frames for adaptation studies as a whole and for particular shakespeare plays focusing each
chapter around a different play the book contrasts comic tragic and tragicomic modes in shakespeare s oeuvre and within the major genres of
adaptation e g film stage production novel and digital media each chapter seasons its theoretical discussions with a lively sprinkling of
allusions to shakespeare ranging from tiktok to tissue boxes from folios and fine arts to fan work to conclude each chapter the author
provides a case study of three or four significant and interesting adaptations from different genres or media a glossary of terms compiled by
philip gilreath and the author completes the book
Theatrical Liberalism 2022-12-15 this book explores the birth life and afterlife of the story of romeo and juliet by looking at italian
translations rewritings for page stage and screen through its analysis of published translations theatre performances and film adaptations
the volume offers a thorough investigation of the ways in which romeo and juliet is handled by translators as well as theatre and cinema
practitioners by tracing the journey of the star crossed lovers from the italian novelle to shakespeare and back to italy the book provides
a fascinating account of the transformations of the tale through time cultures languages and media enabling a deeper understanding of the
ongoing fortune of the play and exploring the role and meaning of translation due to its interdisciplinarity the book will appeal to anyone
interested in translation studies theatre studies adaptation studies shakespeare films and shakespeare in performance moreover it will be a
useful resource for both lecturers and students
Shakespeare and Adaptation Theory 2013-10-01 commemorating over 75 years of broadway greatness with never before told stories rare
photos from the american theatre wings archives and interviews with major honorees like lin manuel miranda patti lupone and hugh jackman the
tony awards is the official authorized guide to broadway s biggest night the tony awards a celebration of excellence in theatre pays
tribute to the magic that happens when the curtain goes up and broadway s best and brightest step onto center stage supported by the
american theatre wing the arts organization that founded the tony awards in 1947 and continues to produce the tony awards live
telecast each year author eila mell has interviewed a cavalcade of past and present tony winners including actors producers writers
costume designers and many many others their voices fill the pages of this book with fascinating behind the scenes stories about what it s like
to win the theatre world s highest honor featuring a foreword by audra mcdonald and over 400 color and black and white photographs
the tony awards also spotlights more than 130 captivating interviews with a parade of industry insiders including mel brooks matthew
broderick carol burnett kristin chenoweth glenn close james corden bryan cranston neil patrick harris jennifer holliday hugh jackman john
kander angela lansbury judith light hal linden kenny leon patti lupone lin manuel miranda brian stokes mitchell rita moreno bernadette peters
chita rivera martin short tom stoppard julie taymor leslie uggams and sir andrew lloyd webber
Reclaiming Romeo and Juliet 2024-04-16 this book brings together a selection of the most analytically sophisticated writing on how
latinos have been portrayed in movies television and other u s media since the early years of the twentieth century and how images have
changed over time in response to social and political change
The Tony Awards 2018-10-08 an expert on stan kenton sparke delivers a comprehensive history of kenton s activities as a bandleader and
creative force in jazz based largely on interviews with kenton and members of the various incarnations of his orchestra the book shows how
the kenton sound evolved over four decades focusing on the role that kenton himself played in that development while sparke s style is
sometimes a bit florid his vast knowledge and enthusiasm for his subject is evident throughout the book likely to become the standard
history of kenton s orchestra this book will be enjoyed by any reader interested in the history of big band jazz annotation 2010 book news
inc portland or booknews com
Latin Looks 1995-03 scenes from the plays and portraits of leading actors accompany a statistical record of the current season
Shakespeare 2010 e z play today nine songs from the adored score by leonard bernstein and stephen sondheim in our world famous notation
america cool i feel pretty i have a love maria one hand one heart promenade from the dance at the gym somewhere tonight
Stan Kenton 2009-11-01 shakespeare for the modern reader provides a sound scholarly introduction to the man and his work in a user
friendly and accessible way
Theatre World 2008-2009 2011-09-08 this collection of original essays provides a selection of current criticism on the henry vi plays
topics addressed will include feminist commentaries on the play the principal of unity in the trilogy the tradition of illumination of the play
textual variations and finally anachronism and allegory
The Complete Index to Literary Sources in Film 2009-02 through exciting and unconventional approaches including critical historical
printing publishing and performance studies this study mines shakespeare s romeo and juliet to produce new insights into the early modern
family the individual and society in the context of early modern capitalism inspired by recent work in cultural materialism and the material
book it also foregrounds the ways in which the contexts and the text itself become available to the reader today the opening material on
critical historical approaches focuses on the way that readers have frequently read and played the text to explore issues that cluster
around the family marriage gender and sexuality chapter two on the ways that actors today inhabit character and create behaviour
provides intertextual comment on acting in the early modern period and the connections between acting and social behaviour that inform self
image and the performance of identity both then and now the third chapter on printing publishing approaches to the text offers a detective
story about the differences between quarto one and quarto two that focuses on the curious appearance in quarto two of material
related to the law at word phrase line and scene level the next three chapters integrate a close study of the language of the play to
negotiate its potential significance for the present in the areas of family marriage gender and sexuality identity individualism and humanism and
the law religion and medicine among the startling aspects of this book are that it takes the part of juliet far more seriously than other
criticism has tended to do attributing to her agency and aspects of character that develop the part suddenly from girl to woman recognizes
the way the play explores early modern identity becoming a handbook for individualism and humanism in the private domestic setting of early
capitalism and brings to light the least recognized element in the play at the moment its demonstration of the emerging structures of state
power governance by law the introduction of surveillance detection and witness and the formation of what we now call the subject the
volume includes on dvd a scholarly edition with commentary of the text of romeo juliet which re instates many of the original early modern
versions of the play
West Side Story 2001 what makes a film a teen film and why when it represents such powerful and enduring ideas about youth and
adolescence is teen film usually viewed as culturally insignificant teen film is usually discussed as a representation of the changing american
teenager highlighting the institutions of high school and the nuclear family and experiments in sexual development and identity formation but
not every film featuring these components is a teen film and not every teen film is american arguing that teen film is always a story about



becoming a citizen and a subject teen film presents a new history of the genre surveys the existing body of scholarship and introduces key
critical tools for discussing teen film surveying a wide range of films including the wild one heathers akira and donnie darko the book s
central focus is on what kind of adolescence teen film represents and on teen film s capacity to produce new and influential images of
adolescence
Shakespeare for the Modern Reader 2013-01-11 the relationship between modern drama and shakespeare remains intense and fruitful as
shakespearian themes continue to permeate contemporary plays films and other art forms shakespeare adaptation modern drama is the first
book length international study to examine the critical and theatrical connections among these fields including the motivations methods and
limits of adaptation in modern performance media top scholars including peter holland alexander leggatt brian parker and stanley wells
examine such topics as the relationship between shakespeare and modern drama in the context of current literary theories and historical
accounts of adaptive and appropriative practices among the diverse and intriguing examples studied are the authorial self adaptations of
tom stoppard and tennessee williams and the generic and political appropriations of shakespeare s texts in television musical theatre and
memoir this illuminating and theoretically astute tribute to renaissance and modern drama scholar jill levenson will stimulate further
research on the evolving adaptive and intertextual relationships between influential literary works and periods
Henry VI 2016-09-17 broadway the golden years is a wonderfully readable group portrait of the great broadway choreographers from
the mid 20th century to our own time jerome robbins agnes de mille gower champion bob fosse michael bennett tommy tune graciela daniele and
susan stroman the hits generated by two generations of choreographer directors define the broadway stage oklahoma on the town west side
story hello dolly fiddler on the roof a chorus line dancin dream girls the producers and many more
Negotiating Shakespeare's Language in Romeo and Juliet 2011-06-01 with its roots deep in ancient narrative and in various reworkings from
the late medieval and early modern period shakespeare s romeo and juliet has left a lasting trace on modern european culture this volume
aims to chart the main outlines of this reception process in the broadest sense by considering not only critical scholarly responses but also
translations adaptations performances and various material and digital interventions which have from the standpoint of their specific local
contexts contributed significantly to the consolidation of romeo and juliet as an integral part of europe s cultural heritage moving freely
across europe s geography and history and reflecting an awareness of political and cultural backgrounds the volume suggests that
shakespeare s tragedy of youthful love has never ceased to impose itself on us as a way of articulating connections between the local and
the european and the global in cases where love and hatred get in each other s way the book is concluded by a selective timeline of the play s
different materialisations
Teen Film 2011-01-01
Shakespeare/adaptation/modern Drama 2003-01-01
Broadway, the Golden Years 2017-12-15
Romeo and Juliet in European Culture
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